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ABSTRACT
Study of neutrino is very important aspect of particle physics. Neutrino has unique characteristics like zero charge and
negligible mass compared to other subatomic particles which makes extremely difficult to analyse and to study behaviour
of Neutrino; through experimental studies. So Neutrino is still unknown territory for humankind. Understanding how
neutrinos operate is essential for next steps in new physics. As it is difficult to study them experimentally; I am using
theoretical approach in this research paper to study Neutrino. In this research paper I have expressed my thoughts and
proposed hypothesis. Based on hypothesis I have derived formula for calculation of Neutrino’s mass. In this paper I have
also observed some properties Neutrino based on my hypothesis.
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INTRODUCTION
Mass of Neutrino and its origin are still one of the biggest unsolved problems in physics. In this paper I am trying to solve
these problems. Aim of this research paper is to study and understand theory of Neutrino and find out unknown properties
of Neutrino. In β particle decay phenomenon parent nuclide converts into daughter nuclide and β particle, Neutrino
emitted. But origin of Neutrino is unknown. In this Research paper I will try to solve this problem theoretically.

DHAGE’S HYPOTHESIS
Energy (E1) equal to difference between the observed energy for β particle and maximum energy of continuous β
spectrum; is distributed in following two phenomena:
1) Part of above energy, say E2 is converted to mass or matter of Neutrino and thus Neutrino is created.
2) Remaining energy, say E3 is carried by Neutrino in form kinetic energy.
i.e.E1=E2+E3

Calculation of mass of Neutrino in various circumstances:
E1=E2+E3
Where,
E1= difference between the observed energy for β particle and maximum energy of continuous β spectrum in joule;
in joule;
E3= kinetic energy of Neutrino= (
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in joule;
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m= mass of Neutrino in kg;
v= velocity achieved by Neutrino in m/sec;
c= velocity of light in vacuum in m/sec
Hence,
E1=

+(

)-

E1= (

)

m= (E1*(

))/

For a particular case
E1= 1 eV;
( v/c)=1-10^-7=0.9999999(MINOS 2015);
So mass of neutrino is =8.0142*10^-40 kg
Thus by knowing value of E1 and velocity of Neutrino we can find out mass of that Neutrino which formed in β particle
decay phenomenon.

DISCUSSIONS
1)
2)

Neutrino created in β particle decay phenomenon by conversion of energy into matter.
Mass of Neutrino is dependent on energy= E1
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